
BRIEF BIO-DATAS OF THE PERFORMERS 

 

Lesle Lewis: LESLE LEWIS who is known to have introduced audiences to the sound of `non-film’ or 

`Indi pop’. Fondly called ‘Lez’ in the industry, his musical capabilities helped him bag opportunities to 
work alongside renowned music directors such as Kalyanji Anandji, Laxmikant Pyarelal, R. D. Burman, 
Viju Shah, Vanraj Bhatia, Khayam, Anu Malik and Louis Banks. The singer-composer then teamed up 
with Hariharan to form the industry’s most inimitable band ‘The Colonial Cousins’. He has also 
performed for all the major Musicals including Joseph & The Amazing, Technicolour Dreamcoat, 

Jesus Christ Superstar, Evita, The Wizard of Oz, Bottoms Up, and Grease to name a few. Additionally 
Lesle has composed for and produced India’s foremost musical talent for the last 20 years including 
Asha Bhosle, Suneeta Rao, Alisha Chinoy, KK, A Band Of Boys and Indian Idol, and of course Colonial 
Cousins. In addition, the immensely popular COKE STUDIO emerged, when he mixed multiple genres 
of Indian Folk with Contemporary music. 

 

Purple Asparagus: "Creativity and taste come together to lend a different dimension to the sound of 
music" Purple Asparagus. The band draws its inspiration from various musical influences, thus their 
sound can best be described as a melting point of different audibly receptive genres of rock - ranging 
from funk rock, hard rock, classic rock, alternative, etc. This is a band with a sound and soul of its 
own. They write about life in general and try to express their creative thoughts through their songs. 

Band Members: - Vocals: Arunava ,  Bass:Ratul , Guitars: Swetha Vijayakumar& Rajit, Drums: 
Shubhodip 

 

 

Band Kashish:  'Kashish' is an Indie-Rock Band of the melo-rock genre simply meant for the soulful 
passionate eternal lovers. All their creations are fresh and new and their uniqueness being their 
originality. Band Members: 

Indrajit : (Keyboard) Previously a part of Rhythmscape of Pt. Bikram Ghosh,Indrajit has been part of 
many musical projects notably among them are with Pandit Purbayan Chatterjee and 15 times 
Grammy Award-Winner Cello Player Yo Yo Ma. 

Rohit : (Guitarist) Versatile Guitarist who has immensely contributed to funk,rock and jazz. Has 
performed with Shahar,Urban Reflections, Francis Lepcha and Gaurav Dagaonkar. 

Satrujit : (Vocalist) Has been the vocalist in bands like Urban Reflections, Saturday Night Blues and 
Catch 22 and won numerous awards.  

 

 



 

DJ Angel: DJ Angel felt & responded to her calling for a FEMALE DJ, to hit the club scene next to her 
inspirational male counterparts. Spinning genres of has proven over the years, that DJ Angel can 
make any crowd go gaga... She has a versatile & dynamic personality... Bollywood, House & 
Commercial music, the need to add more, sounds of new HOUSE, BOLLYWOOD & COMMERCIAL to 
her already proven reputation, only enhanced her abilities to continue her reputation as a serious 
Best Female DJ, of course not to be taken lightly by anyone. Her philosophy of incorporation not one 
style but different styles of House, Bollywood & Commercial that blends well, only ceases to amaze 
people of her mental ability required to be a true DJ with the art form of skilled mixing... DJ Angel's 
Mixes are so famous they have been Played in Dubai, Dhaka, Bahrain, Mauritius (Radio Station) BBC 
UK Bobby Friction Show etc. 

 

 

 

 

DJ Kiran Kamath: Kiran Kamath is a well-known professional DJ and popularly known as the Mash- 
up King of Bollywood. He has some amazing tracks to his credit, the most recent and the most 
popular being the 'Jannat2' and 'Mashup Of The Year',from 'Student Of The Year'. 

 

 

 

DJ Nawal: DJ Nawal has been mesmerising   his crowd since last two decades. Master of Electronic 
Dance Music he rules his arena with his innovative and endless creations.  Has performed with BALLY 
SAGOO,DR.ZEUS,DJ”S NOTORIOUS,AKBAR SAMI,SHADOW,LLOYD,,TECHNOBOY,HELIUM 
PROJECT,KAVE…..to name a few. 


